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PLACE Programme AGM Chairman’s Report 
 

Review of the Academic Year 2019-2020 

The year began well, with a residential visit in September to Ironbridge in keeping with our 

chosen autumn theme of “Engineering”.  There was a stay in Venice over autumn half-

term, with beautiful weather, a Venetian mask-making workshop and an excursion to 

Murano and sister islands.  There were autumn educational trips in the UK, including a day 

at Stotfold Mill and another at Stansted Airport; a coach excursion to the Natural History 

Museum with a “Mission to Mars” Lego workshop; a day of learning at the National Space 

Centre; sky diving in Milton Keynes and willow sculpture with Charlie Lupton.  PLACE 

youngsters engaged too in a “Wind in the Willows” play in a day, “Swapped & Sold”, built 

engineering marvels during a Lego “Creative Builders” workshop, saw “Cinderella” at MK 

Theatre, enjoyed an end-of-term buffet meal together, attended “Photovoice” workshops 

and socialised together in Bedford at Kids World, the Oasis and at Laser World.  
 

 
 

PLACE at Ironbridge 
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Spring 2020 

 

Spring arrived and we began another busy term with a “Nineteenth Century” theme, 

visiting English Heritage’s Audley End for tours and workshops, watching Carole King’s 

“Beautiful” story at the Derngate Theatre, creating our own postage stamps and making a 

giant “Turner” £20 note together in art workshops with community artist Paul Nicholson.  

There was more learning and socialising at the Oasis, Laser and Kids World, along with 

improving ice skating skills at Planet Ice in Milton Keynes and climbing prowess at 

Rushden Lakes “Rock Up” centre.  Alas, in March, things began to go wrong for us all, with 

the arrival and impact of Covid-19.     
 

  
 

A PLACE group was due to journey to Amsterdam over Easter 2020 but, unfortunately, the 

visit had to be cancelled due to lockdown.  Also cancelled were visits to see “An Inspector 

Calls” in Cambridge, a Book Fair and “Swap & Sell” event, and a coach excursion to the  

Black Country Living Museum with its many workshops and onsite tours.  

Climbing at Rock Up 
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Dealing with the Pandemic 
 

PLACE families and Committee members are nothing if resourceful and set to without 

delay to tackle the impact of the pandemic and to work together to adapt PLACE’s 

delivery and support.  Within two weeks of lockdown, online tutorials began in GCSE 

subjects each week, with tutors delivering lecture-style lessons with shared desktops 

instead of their usual face-to-face group sessions.  A few weeks later, enrichment 

tutorials began, with art lessons, drama and music delivered each week as lockdown 

continued, and because a return to normal group activities simply was not possible. 

 

Collecting homework and GCSE papers set by tutors and getting marked work back to 

families was challenging, as the postal service was very disrupted during lockdown, 

due to sickness and absences among postal workers.  This resulted in some long 

delays in the arrival of posted material to families’ homes, so the only solution for 

several months was for PLACE to hand-deliver return post through tutors’ and PLACE 

families’ letterboxes.   

 

Throughout lockdown, and in recent months whenever possible, PLACE has continued 

to supply and to deliver to families’ doorsteps many GCSE textbooks and resources 

for PLACE youngsters, on loan through its library facility.  PLACE has continued to 

order CGP items too for many parents to use for their educational support at home.   

 

Since PLACE returned in September, a schedule amounting to 18 hours of online tutorials 

has been delivered each week, with a mixture of GCSE tutorials and enrichment activities 

available to registered families.  The resources library in Putnoe has also reopened on 

Friday mornings (by appointment) to PLACE carers who are keen to borrow items.     

 

1.  GCSE Examinations 

All summer 2020 GCSE examinations were cancelled because of the pandemic, but centre-

assessed GCSE grades for PLACE examinees were accepted in Mathematics, English 

Language, English Literature, Art and Religious Studies.  Due to different approaches in the 

assessment of science subjects, however, centre-assessed grades could not be submitted.  
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Consequently, science examinees have been entered for public examination in November 

and are due to start GCSE examinations next week in chemistry, physics and biology. 

 

In order to continue with a programme of centre-based assessments, PLACE has been 

making use of the HIVE centre (at Westfield School) and, where possible, the PLACE centre 

in Putnoe.  All necessary H&S requirements are being met at these centres.  The 

continuation of this assessment programme is vital, given that there may be some 

uncertainty with respect to summer 2021 examinations. 

 

2.  Enrichment Developments 

Since the pandemic began, some aspects of the enrichment programme have been 

adapted successfully for online delivery, namely French, Art and Drama.  However, music 

proved much more challenging, with choir, composition and music-making not successful 

in an online environment.  We are looking at alternative modes of delivery and hope it 

may soon be possible to hold some music workshops for keen young PLACE musicians.   

 

PLACE has been able to open some sports-based activities this term, starting with 

gymnastics and trampoline at the Kingston Centre in September, and with swimming and 

multisports scheduled to resume after the October half-term break.  Recently, a PLACE 

group enjoyed climbing again at Rock Up, and we are currently discussing and investigating 

other suitable venues and workshops that might be available in the current climate.    

 

Although many educational excursions and events, such as theatre visits and museums, 

etc., are generally not accessible to us, we have been re-booked to go to Amsterdam over 

the Easter 2021 break.  “Frozen” the musical and “We Will Rock You” at the Derngate, 

along with a residential visit to the Centre for Alternative Technology in Wales and “Jack & 

the Beanstalk” at Milton Keynes Theatre, have all been re-booked during 2021.   

 

3.  New PLACE Staff Members this Term 

We said farewell to Madame Christine, our long-standing French speaking tutor, at the end 

of the summer term, when she began a well-deserved retirement – but not before she had 

recommended our new French tutor and her colleague, Madame Isabelle, as her 
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replacement.  Madame Isabelle duly began online tutorials in September and has rapidly 

established herself as a dedicated, capable and highly effective French tutor.  Each of her 

three Tuesday French groups has also been equipped with PLACE French resources to aid 

teaching each week and learning at home. 

 

We also welcomed Rob Ciantar, who joined PLACE this term as our Biology tutor.  Rob is 

delivering weekly online GCSE Biology tutorials and has just set Thursday’s young PLACE 

biologists their first assessment in his subject! 

  

4.  Feedback from the Borough 

The PLACE Manager meets regularly with Borough staff to report on the progress and 

delivery of the PLACE Programme.  A recent meeting was attended by the Director of 

Education, Ben Pearson, who took time to praise the scheme and the value it adds to the 

Borough’s educational offer.  Without support from the Borough, PLACE would cease to 

exist, so it was good as well as encouraging to get such positive feedback.   

 

We must all remember, however, that we have obligations to the Borough in terms of self-

assessment, i.e., completing weekly activity registers (attendance codes) and termly 

progress reports (self-assessment reports).  Failure to complete attendance codes and self-

assessment reports - as required of and agreed to by all carers on registration - may mean 

we no longer experience the 'light-touch' management by the Borough.  

 

5.  Free School Meals News 

PLACE is happy to report following a recent meeting that PLACE members entitled to free 

school meals may be able to receive help with provision of laptops to enable them to 

engage fully with PLACE's on-line provision.    

 

 

A Few Words of Thanks… 

As we move through our seventeenth year of PLACE Programme support, it seems only 

right that we should once again offer our heartfelt gratitude to our steady and 
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principal supporter and PLACE Director, Mike Berrill.  Without his constant and positive 

approach for so many years to innovation and to unconventional community learning, 

PLACE would never have begun; without his interventions, unfaltering optimism, 

encouragement and support, PLACE would never have endured.  Thank you, Mr Berrill!     

 

Sincere thanks also to Bedford Borough L.A. for its stalwart support in so many areas of 

home education and of our PLACE initiatives during the past umpteen years (around 

thirty-five, in fact)!  Our local home-education groups have been very privileged indeed 

to live in a progressive Borough that has always tried to respond so positively to 

alternative ways of educating and learning amongst its community’s children. 

 

Thanks are due too in respect of the time, dedication and support that PLACE 

committee members have provided in helping with so many aspects of running the 

programme.  PLACE could not continue to run effectively without such voluntary 

assistance - and their steady efforts, cheerfully and generously given, help to make 

PLACE a better, more responsive and more welcoming organisation.   

 

We always end with a final word of appreciation - to you!  PLACE continues to be all 

about those parents who seek and maintain its support for their home-educated 

children.  The scheme has continued to thrive throughout its ups and downs, its many 

challenges and successes, problems and grievances, rewards and praise - because of 

YOU.  Without your support, your friendship and your cooperation through the PLACE 

Committee and as PLACE parents, our scheme would never have endured.  We hope 

that we may always count on your involvement, mutual support and friendship.   

 

June McDonald 

PLACE Programme Chairman 

Wednesday 28th October 2020 


